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Barrick in talks to sell African unit to Chinese buyer 

African Barrick Gold Corporation, the world's top gold miner, is in talks to sell all or a part of its stake in 

its African arm to China National Gold Group. If it goes ahead, the sale would be one of China's  

largest mining deals in Africa and its most significant incursion into large-scale gold mining on the  

continent to date, reports Reuters. Not everyone likes the deal: communities around ABG’s North  

Mara mine have complained about pollution and insufficient economic benefits for locals, reports the  

Financial Times. 

 

Chinese firm begins Ghana’s gas processing project 

The Chief Executive Officer of the Ghana Gas Company Limited, Sipa Yankey, announced recently 

that the first phase of the national gas processing project is to commence this month. The first phase,  

estimated to cost US$750 million, would be undertaken by Sinopec International Petroleum  

Corporation of China, reports Ghana Business News. Ghana expects to derive numerous benefits 

from the construction of these pipelines such as availability of gas at a lower cost, creation of jobs and 

the establishment of petro-chemical industries, reports The Africa Report. 

 

Kenyan traders cry foul over Chinese street dealers 

Hundreds of Kenyan traders took to the streets of Nairobi recently accusing Chinese dealers of  

abusing tourist visas to come into the country and peddle cheap wares, complaining that many of the 

Chinese were operating out of backpacks, evading taxes and undercutting local prices, reports  

Reuters. Although the Kenyan traders raise genuine concerns over the future of their businesses in an 

environment where Chinese traders sell their products at rock bottom prices, it is a global reality of 

Asia’s “assault”, according to the Kenyan Standard Media. 

 

Chinese scientific ship starts joint research mission in Nigeria waters 

The Chinese scientific research ship Dayang Yihao arrived in Lagos this week on a joint scientific  

research mission to conduct a comprehensive oceanic survey along the Nigerian shore. Eight Nigerian 

scientists will join the Chinese team during the voyage, reports China.org. Tang Yong, the chief  

scientist of the ship's research team, said that the research will help Nigeria to understand the fishing 

conditions on its seaboard, adding the ship is expected to conclude its voyage by the end this month, 

according to China’s People Daily. 

 

Gu Kailai gets suspended sentence, but what to do with Bo? 

Gu Kailai, the wife of disgraced Communist Party leader Bo Xilai, has been handed a suspended 

death sentenced for her role in the murder of British businessman Neil Heywood. Gu reportedly  

confessed to poisoning Heywood after a business deal went bad, reports America’s Global Post. But 

before Chinese political leaders can close the book on the deepest political crisis they have faced in 

two decades, they must turn their attention to an even more vexing chapter of that crisis: What to do 

with Bo Xilai, the once-powerful regional Communist Party leader, according to the Asia Times Online. 
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